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COMMONWEALTH TRIBUNAL 

Context-Former SC Judge K S RadhakrishnanAppointed Member of CommonwealthSecretariat Arbitral Tribunal, 

London. 

 He will render his services as a member of the Tribunal for a period of four years from 1st of June, 2019 to 31st of 

May, 2023.  

 CSAT is London based tribunal constituted for resolving disputes involving Commonwealth international or 

intergovernmental organizations which agree to submit to the jurisdiction of the CSAT.  

 The members to this tribunal are selected by Commonwealth Governments on a regionally representative basis 

from among persons of high moral character who must hold or have held high judicial office in a Commonwealth 

country or who are juris consults with at least ten years of experience.  

 The members are appointed on a four year term which may be renewed only once.  

 

ADMM PLUS MARITIME EXERCISE 

 

Context- IN Ships Kolkata and Shaktiundertake Group Sail with Naval Ships of Japan,Philippines and the USA. 

 The IN Ships took part in the Opening Ceremony of Maritime Security (MS) Field Training Exercise (FTX) under 

the aegis of ADMM-PLUS.  

 ADMM-Plus is the only official framework of Defense Minister's meetings in the AsiaPacific Region. It is a 

platform for ASEAN and its eight Dialogue Partners to strengthen security and defence cooperation for peace, 

stability, and development in the region.  

 The ADMM-Plus comprises the ten ASEAN countries as well as Australia, China, Japan, India, the Republic of 

Korea, New Zealand, Russia and the United States.  

 

ONE COUNTRY, TWO SYSTEMS 

 

Context- Fighting erupted in Hong Kong's legislature over planned changes to the law allowing suspects to be sent to 

mainland China for trial. 

 Under a policy known as "One Country, Two Systems", Hong Kong has a separate legal system to mainland China.  

 Beijing regained control over the former British colony in 1997 on the condition it would allow the territory "a high 

degree of autonomy, except in foreign and defence affairs" for 50 years.  

 But Hong Kong's pro-Beijing leader Carrie Lam earlier this year announced plans to change the law so suspects 

could be extradited to Taiwan, Macau or mainland China on a case-by-case basis.  

 The principle of ―one country, two systems‖ was first proposed by Deng Xiaoping in the early 1980s as way In 1984 

the concept was enshrined in the Sino-British Joint Declaration, in which the two countries agreed that Britain 

would hand over sovereignty to China. It is also in Hong Kong‗s mini-constitution, the Basic Law.  

 Macau, which was returned from Portugal in 1999, has a similar version; the concept has so far failed to tempt 

back Taiwan.  

 

CTBT 

 

Context- The executive secretary of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization(CTBTO), Lassina Zerbo, has 

invited India to bean observer in the CTBT. 

 The (CTBT) is the Treaty banning all nuclear explosions – everywhere, by everyone. The Treaty was negotiated at 

the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva and adopted by the United Nations General Assembly. It opened for 

signature on 24 September 1996.  

 Being an observer would give India access to data from the International Monitoring System which is a network 

which when complete will consist of 337 facilities (321 monitoring stations and 16 radionuclide labs) located in 89 

countries.  
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 This system can detect even small nuclear explosions using seismology, hydroacoustics, infrasound and 

radionuclide technology.  

 Although more than 180 countries have signed the CTBT, and mostly ratified it, the treaty can only enter into force 

after it is ratified by eight countries with nuclear technology capacity, namely China, Egypt, India, Iran, Israel, 

North Korea, Pakistan and the United States.  

 

CHRISTCHURCH CALL TO ACTION 

 

Context-India joined France, New Zealand, Canada and several other countries in launching a major initiative in Paris 

to combat terrorism and extremism online and secure the internet. 

 The initiative -- 'Christchurch call to action' -- was named after the New Zealand city where 51 people were killed 

in an attack on mosques.  

 The declaration said the Christchurch attack highlighted the urgent need for action and enhanced cooperation 

among the wide range of actors with influence over this issue, including governments, civil society, and online 

service providers, such as social media companies, to eliminate terrorist and violent extremist content online.  

 The countries which were of the initiative expressed commitment to ensure effective enforcement of applicable 

laws that prohibit the production or dissemination of terrorist and violent extremist content, in a manner 

consistent with the rule of law and international human rights law, including freedom of expression, according to 

the declaration.  

 

UNITED STATES-MEXICO-CANADA AGREEMENT 

 

Context- United States has reached an agreement with Canada and Mexico to lift tariffs on Steel and Aluminium and 

the corresponding retaliatory tariffs. 

 In 2018, Canada and the U.S. signed on a new free trade pact named USMCA that will include Mexico and will 

replace the 25-yearold NAFTA.  

 Each country must now follow its domestic procedures before the agreement can be ratified and thus take effect.  

 USMCA gives the U.S. greater access to the dairy markets of Canada. Tariffs of up to 275% have kept most foreign 

milk out of the Canadian market. USMCA is intended to last 16 years and will be reviewed every 6 years.  

 It includes stronger protections for workers, tough environmental rules, updates the trade relationship to cover 

the digital economy and provides tougher intellectual property protections and adds provisions to prevent 

―manipulation‖ of the trade rules, including covering currency values, and controls over outside countries trying to 

take advantage of the duty-free market.  

 

WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY 

 

Context-Delegates at the 72nd World Health Assembly in Geneva agreed on three resolutions to ensure that the world 

meets the universal health coverage (UHC) target of the Sustainable Development Goals. 

 The first was the member countries deciding to take measures to implement the Declaration of Astana vowing to 

strengthen primary healthcare and achieve universal health coverage by 2030.  

 The declaration was adopted at the 2018 Global Conference on Primary Health Care. This marked the 40th 

anniversary of the Declaration of Alma-Ata  

 The second resolution was to support community health worker programmes and allocate adequate resources. 

They decided that such workers should be well-trained, effectively supervised and properly recognised for the 

work they do.  

 At present there is a shortfall of 18 million in the number of health workers in the world and this could severely 

hamper the progress towards UHC.  

 The third resolution pertained to the UN General Assembly high-level meeting on universal health coverage in 

September 2019 and called the member states to push for UHC with focus on poor, vulnerable and marginalized 
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individuals and groups. This will call for the involvement of governments in coordinating the work required across 

all sectors to achieve universal health coverage.  

 

CHAGOS ARCHIPELAGO 

 

Context- India votes in favor of UNGA resolution 

demanding UK withdrawl from Chagos Archipelago. 

 Britain detached the Chagos Islands from 

Mauritius in 1965, three years before Mauritian 

independence.  

 From 1967 to 1973, some 1,500 Chagos islanders 

were gradually forced to leave their homes so that 

the largest island, Diego Garcia, could be leased to 

the US for a strategic airbase. Today, Diego Garcia 

hosts a major US military base.  

 The resolution affirmed, in accordance with the 

advisory opinion of the Court, that the Chagos 

Archipelago forms an integral part of the territory 

of Mauritius. It demanded that the UK withdraw 

its colonial administration from the Chagos 

Archipelago unconditionally within six months, 

enabling Mauritius to complete the decolonization 

of its territory as rapidly as possible.  

 The crux of the Mauritian claim is the right of self-

determination. In its submission to the court, the 

Mauritian government claimed that the 

separation of the islands from Mauritius was in clear breach of UN resolution 1514, also known as the Colonial 

Declaration. Passed in 1960, it enshrined the right of self-determination for colonial peoples and specifically 

banned the breakup of colonies prior to independence. This was intended to keep borders stable, and to prevent 

colonial powers from simply absorbing colonial territory into their overseas territory so as to retain their 

sovereignty.  

 

UNSC 

 

Context- Vice President calls for renewed efforts for India to gain permanent membership of the UN Security Council. 

 The Security Council is the most important organ of the UN.  

 It has five permanent members and ten non- permanent members. The five permanent members on the UNSC 

with veto power are Britain, China, France, Russia and the United States. As part of a proposed expansion of the 

Security Council, Brazil, Germany, India and Japan, collectively the Group of 4 or G4 nations are seeking 

permanent representation on this body.  

 Reform of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) encompasses five key issues: categories of membership, 

the question of the veto held by the five permanent members, regional representation, the size of an enlarged 

Council and its working methods, and the Security Council General Assembly relationship. Member States, 

regional groups and other Member State interest groupings developed different positions and proposals on how to 

move forward on this contested issue. U.S and other permanent council members were not very supportive of 

expanding the Security Council. The reform of the Security Council requires the agreement of at least two-thirds of 

UN member states and that of all the permanent members of the UNSC, enjoying the veto right.  

 India has been calling for the reform of the UN Security Council along with Brazil, Germany and Japan for long, 

emphasizing that it rightly deserves a place at the UN high table as a permanent member.  
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NAM SUMMIT 

Context  

 Recently, the 18th Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) summit was conducted at Baku in Azerbaijan and Vice-

President Venkaiah Naidu attended it.  

 It is not a coincidence that for the second time in a row PM Narendra Modi has skipped NAM summit. It 

highlights the possibility of India‘s transformation from a non-aligned country to one, which is supposedly multi-

aligned.  

 This can also be seen as an indication of NAM losing its relevance in present global order. 18thNAM summit‘s 

theme: ―Upholding the Bandung Principles to ensure concerted and adequate response to the challenges of 

contemporary world‖.  

 

About NAM  

 The Non-Aligned Movement was formed as a result of the prevailing circumstances during the Cold War. It was 

envisaged as an organization of States that did not seek to formally align themselves with either the United States 

or the Soviet Union, rather sought to remain independent or neutral.  

 The Movement‘s origin can be traced back to the Asia-Africa Conference held in Bandung, Indonesia in 1955 

during which the "Ten Principles of Bandung", were proclaimed and which proved to be the guiding principles of 

NAM.  

 NAM was founded and held its first conference (the Belgrade Conference) in 1961 under the leadership of India, 

Yugoslavia, Egypt, Ghana, and Indonesia.  

 As of now, it has 120 members comprising 53 countries from Africa, 39 from Asia, 26 from Latin America and the 

Caribbean and 2 from Europe (Belarus, Azerbaijan).  

 

Key principles of NAM  

The policy of non-alignment was based on the five principles of Panchsheel. These principles were: 
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Relevance of NAM  

Arguments for NAM losing its relevance  

 NAM foundation is based on alignments rooted in the legacies of colonialism and the ideology of the Cold War. 

With the end of cold war and changing world order NAM is seen as no more relevant.  

 With globalisation, several members of the NAM including India have been strengthening their engagement with 

the developed world to invite capital, technology, better management practices, larger markets etc.  

 Credibility of the movement has suffered in recent years, as it has been unable to adequately address problems of 

developing world. It is evident from the scanty agreement between members on policies required to address 

challenges related to ensuring peace, security and economic development of developing countries.  
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INTER-PARLIAMENTARY UNION 

 

Context 

Indian representatives hit out at Pakistan for Raising Kashmir Issue at Inter-Parliamentary Union. 

 

About IPU  

 IPU is a global inter-parliamentary institution. It had its 141 Assembly in October 2019 in Serbia.  

 It was the first permanent forum for political multilateral negotiations and was established in 1889.  

 Headquarters are in Geneva, Switzerland.  

 Its initial objective was arbitration of conflicts.  

 It played important role in setting up Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague.  

 Over time, its mission has evolved towards promotion of democracy and inter parliamentary dialogue.  

 It has worked for establishment of institutions at inter-governmental level, including UN.  

 Initially, IPU was for individual parliamentarians, but has since transformed into international organization of 

parliaments of sovereign states.  

 The national parliaments of 178 countries are its members and 12 regional parliamentary assemblies are its 

associate members.  

 The IPU has permanent observer status at UNGA.  

 Slogan of IPU is ―For democracy. For everyone.‖  

 

Structure of IPU  

There are four principal bodies: 

 Assembly (Political organ)  

 Governing Council (Governing organ)  

 Executive Committee  

 Secretariat (separated tasks, management organ and executive organ)  

 

Significance  

 The Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) is the world organization of Parliaments. It is the "focal point for worldwide 

parliamentary dialogue" and works "for peace and co-operation among peoples and for the firm establishment of 

representative institutions".  

 Between the two World Wars, the IPU intensified its work in the field of  

o Peaceful settlement of international disputes  

o Reduction of armaments and international security  

o Development of the rules of warfare, but also dealt with support for the League of Nations  

o Codification and development of international law  

o Promotion and improvement of the representative system  

o Protection of national minorities, colonial problems, economic questions, social and humanitarian policy, and 

intellectual relations.  

 

 

INDIA-SAUDI ARABIA CONSTITUTE STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 

COUNCIL 

Context 

Recently, the India-Saudi Strategic Partnership Council was formed. The leaderships from both countries will lead it. 

 

About  

 Recently, PM visited Saudi Arabia and 12 MoUs on issues such as preventing narcotics trafficking, renewable 

energy, training of diplomats, defence industry production, security collaboration, Haj related cooperation, Atal 

Innovation Mission, bilateral air services and the use of RuPay cards in Saudi Arabia were inked.  
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 Two sides will enhance maritime security cooperation and are considering joint naval exercises in 2020  

 

Strategic partnership Council:  

Would enable regular monitoring of the progress of the strategic partnership between two nations 

 The council will have two parallel mechanisms under it — one to look at political and diplomatic ties and the 

second to supervise commercial and energy ties.  

 Saudi Arabia is the fourth country with whom India has an inter-governmental mechanism headed by the Prime 

minister. Germany, Russia and Japan are the other three.  

 

India-Saudi Arabia Relations  

Strategic and security cooperation  

 The Delhi Declaration of 2006 laid a foundation of cooperation on terrorism while the Riyadh Declaration of 2010 

raised their level of partnership to strategic partnership and diversified the relations to include space and energy 

cooperation.  

 Both countries are strengthening cooperation in counter-terrorism and intelligence-sharing, capacity building and 

combating transnational crimes, through the framework of the bilateral security cooperation. Riyadh also 

extradited several terror suspects to India.  

 In recent visit, the two countries agreed on the importance of bilateral engagement to promote ways to ensure the 

security and safety of waterways in the Indian Ocean region and the Gulf region from the threat and dangers that 

may affect the interests of the two countries.  

 Since Saudi Arabia is one of the major investors, it can force Pakistan to abandon its anti-India foreign policy. For 

instance, in the aftermath of the suicide attack in Pulwama, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates had also 

played a key role in reducing tensions between India and Pakistan.  

 

Energy Security  

 Saudi Arabia is India’s second largest supplier of crude oil (~18% of the total import). India also happens to source 

from Saudi Arabia ~32% of its LPG requirements.  

 This energy relationship will continue to be vital because of reasons of India’s inability to buy oil from Iran due to 

United States sanctions.  

 

Bilateral Trade & Investment  

 Total bilateral trade is around $34 B, in 2018-19. India is 4th largest trading partner of Saudi Arabia and the 4th 

largest market for Saudi exports.  

 Saudi Arabia had expressed intent to invest about $100 billion in India in sectors including petrochemicals, 

infrastructure and mining.  

 Both countries have also signed Bilateral Investment Protection and Promotion Agreement and a Double Taxation 

Avoidance Agreement in 2006.  

 Saudi Arabia identified India as one of the Kingdom’s 8 Strategic Partner Countries under ―Vision 2030‖. Saudi 

Vision 2030 is a plan to reduce Saudi Arabia’s dependence on oil and diversify its economy.  

 India is planning to invest $100 billion in oil and gas infrastructure by 2024 and India is looking for investments 

from Saudi Arabia.  

Global cooperation  

 India and Saudi Arabia been working together within the G20 to reduce inequality and promote sustainable 

development.  

 Both sides cooperate in the United Nations Counter-Terrorism Center.  

 

Socio cultural relations  

 Indian Diaspora: of the 11 million Indians working in West Asia, 2.6 million are in Saudi Arabia.  

 India is the largest recipient of foreign remittances (up to $11 B annually) from the kingdom.  

 India and Saudi Arabia has signed an agreement to launch the RuPay card in Saudi Arabia. It will benefit the 2.6 

million Indians in the Gulf Kingdom and also Haj and Umrah pilgrims.  
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Challenges in India-Saudi Arabia Relations  

 Ideological support to terrorism: Saudi Arabia has been accused of funding Wahhabi Islamic groups around 

the world, which ultimately channel to terrorist groups acting against India.  

 Saudi-Iran rivalry: The sectarian rivalry is destabilizing West Asia and influencing West Asian geopolitics. 

Considering its economic interests in Iran, India needs to walk on a tightrope balancing relations between the two 

countries.  

 Saudi Arabia’s aggressive foreign policy in West Asia: It is doing great damage to regional stability, which 

is India‘s most important goal in the region. In Syria, the Saudi support for the rebels has played a key role in 

destabilizing the regime, leading to the rise of the Islamic State. In Yemen, the war has unleashed chaos and a 

humanitarian catastrophe, creating conditions for radicalism to flourish.  

 Saudi – Pakistan relation: Pakistan and Saudi Arabia are historical allies. Saudi gains from mostly unbridled 

military and political support from Islamabad and Rawalpindi, while the latter gains from financial infusions into 

its economy emboldened by the common theological bridge between the two states.  

 Bilateral Issues: The working conditions for the Indian blue-collared labourers in Saudi Arabia have been a 

major concern. Restrictive visa & hiring policies, stringent labour laws, lack of human rights & absence of 

minimum wage provision has resulted into many cases of exploitation of Indian workers.  

 Saudi Arabia has recently announced several labour reforms such as a unified standard contract for domestic 

workers, security against abuse for female domestic workers, minimum wage, new format for labour 

categorization etc.  

 

INDIA-CHINA INFORMAL SUMMIT 

 

Context: Recently, an informal summit took place between India and China in Mamallapuram (Tamil Nadu). This was 

the second summit; the first summit took place in Wuhan in 2018. 

 

Historical significance of Mamallapuram  

 It was one of the major port cities by the 7th century within the Pallava kingdom. The town was named after 

Pallava king Narasimhavarman I (AD 630-668), who was also known as Mamalla.  

 

The connection with the Chinese  

 The Pallava Kings had a trade and defence relationship with China, in which the kings agreed to help China in 

keeping a check on the growth of Tibet as a powerful nation.  

 Various studies by archaeologists and historians show Mamallapuram had commercial links with countries like 

China, Sri Lanka, and other South East Asian countries. Coins from China, Persia and Rome have also been found 

in Mamallapuram, which acted as trade centre for the Pallavas.  

 The Chinese traveller Huien Tsang visited the region during the rule of the Narasimhavarman I.  

 It is also said that Bodhidharma, who is credited with taking Zen Buddhism to China, travelled from the Tamil 

Nadu coast to Guangzhou in 527 AD.  

 Also, the current Chinese President was earlier governor of Fujian, a province to the south-east of China's 

mainland and a region that had intense cultural exchanges with Tamil Nadu. 

INDIA SET TO LOSE MAJOR WTO DISPUTE TO THE US 

 

World Trade Organisation dispute settlement panel has upheld a US complaint that export subsidy programmes 

provided by the Indian government violated provisions of the trade body’s subsidies and countervailing measures 

(SCM) pact. 

 

The Issue  

 In 2018, the US complained that India’s export-related programmes violated Article 3.1(a) of WTO‟s SCM 

agreement.  

 Under Article 3.1, developing countries with gross per capita of $1,000 per annum are not entitled to provide 

export subsidies that are contingent upon export performance.  
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Reasons  

 WTO has struck down Indian export promotion schemes on the grounds that India is not entitled to provide such 

subsidies because its per capita gross national product (GNP) has crossed $1,000 per annum.  

 

What Next?  

 Once the panel‘s final report is made public, India will have a month to challenge the ruling before an appellate 

body, the highest court for global trade disputes. If the appellate body upholds the panel ‘s ruling, India will be 

required to discontinue the existing export promotion schemes.  

 

Impact  

 The programmes that could be affected are export-oriented units scheme, electronics hardware technology parks 

scheme, biotechnology parks scheme, merchandise exports from India scheme, export promotion capital goods 

scheme, special economic zones and duty-free imports for exporters.  

 

WTO SCM (Subsidy and Counter-vailing) Agreement  

It covers subsidation by WTO members and counter-vailing measures. It follows traffic light approach for subsidies. 

1. Red Subsidy (Prohibited) 

2. Yellow or Amber (Actionable) The sesubside are allowed if does not have advese impact on other members. 

Otherwise, other members can apply counter vailing measures. 

3. Green (Non-Actionable) These subside are allowed which cover mostly research subsidy, environmental subsidy and 

assistance to other nations. 

Prohibited subsidies are those, which are contingent on export performance (Export Subsidies) except agreement on 

agriculture. It also prohibits Import substitution subsidies which allow use of domestic products over imported goods. 

 

UN HUMAN RIGHTS BODY 

 

 The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet has expressed concern over the 

National Register of Citizens (NRC) in Assam, and the communications blackout and detention of political leaders 

in Jammu and Kashmir.  

 

The UNHRC  

 The Human Rights Council describes itself as ―an inter-governmental body within the United Nations system 

responsible for strengthening the promotion and protection of human rights around the globe and for addressing 

situations of human rights violations and make recommendations on them‖.  

 UNHRC has ―the ability to discuss all thematic human rights issues and situations that require its attention 

throughout the year‖.  

 The Human Rights Council replaced the former United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR).  

 

 

HRC Meetings  

 The Human Rights Council holds no fewer than three regular sessions a year, for a total of at least 10 weeks.  

 The sessions are held at the UN Office in Geneva, Switzerland.  

 If one-third of the Member States so request, the HRC can decide at any time to hold a special session to address 

human rights violations and emergencies.  

 

Membership  

 The council is made up of 47 UN Member States, which are elected by the UNGA through a direct and secret 

ballot.  

 Members of the council serve for a period of three years, and are not eligible for immediate re-election after 

serving two consecutive terms.  
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 The HRC has a Bureau of one President and four Vice-Presidents, representing the five regional groups.  

 

INDIA EXTENDS $1 BILLION LINE OF CREDIT FOR DEVELOPMENT 

OF RUSSIA'S FAR EAST 

 

Diplomacy through Line of Credit  

 Soft loans have been an important diplomatic tool to sustain political influence in the neighbourhood.  

 It can help to counter the growing Chinese presence, especially in Africa.  

 Indian Line of Credit is a demand raised by the recipient country is also in contrast to the Chinese Belt and Road 

model, which threatens to put many countries in a debt trap.  

 The increase and decrease in grants also sometimes reflects the politics of the times. For instance, while the flow of 

funds to Nepal has been consistent, it went up for Maldives after the change in government last year.  

 
 

INDIA-BANGLADESH BILATERAL RELATIONS 

 

Issues in Relationship:  

Water Dispute  

 There is a dispute regarding flow of Ganga from FarakkaBarrage. Bangladesh argues over flow of inadequate water 

for agriculture, industrial and drinking water need during lean season.  

 Sharing of Teesta Water remains contentious between both the countries.  

 Bangladesh argues over Tipaimukh dam on Barak River in Manipur that it destructs the ecology at border.  

 

Illegal Immigration  

 Poor economic development in Bangladesh has fuelled illegal immigration to India, which had altered the 

demographic balance in north eastern regions.  

 It has become a security menace for India and led to protests by local population.  

 It also fuels the fake currency circulation in India.  

 Immigration of Rohingya‗s from Bangladesh had amplified the terrorism threat for India. NIA had unearthed links 

of Many Rohingya immigrants to Pakistani ISI and terrorist groups.  

 Many terrorist groups are known to take shelter in Bangladesh, but Bangladesh firm approach to these groups has 

been good for India.  

 

Open Border  

 Due to riverine nature, much of the border between India-Bangladesh remains porous. It has led to drug 

trafficking from Bangladesh to India.  

 Open Border has also been a cause for Cattle smuggling leading to mob lynching in India.  
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INDIA-US 2+2 DIALOGUE 

Context  

The interactions will lay the groundwork for the visit of External Affairs Minister and Defense Minister to the U.S. 

 

2+2 Dialogue  

 It is a concept of foreign policy of involving two important ministries simultaneously to bring coordinated 

approach in foreign policy.  

 India initiated 2+2 dialogue with Japan.  

 India held it with USA.  

 The External affair ministry and Finance ministry are involved in 2+2 dialogues.  

 It maintains regular communication between key stakeholders.  

 It brings synergy in the relationships.  

 Key Components covered under 2+2 dialogue:  

o Trade Issues  

o Defense Agreements  

o Cooperation on Fighting terrorism  

o Advancing a Free, Open and inclusive Indo-Pacific region.  

o Promoting sustainable ―debt financing in the region.  

 

India-US 2+2 dialogue 

 Strengthening the Defense and Security Partnership: 

 Inclusion of India by the United States among the top tier of countries entitled to license-free exports, re-exports, 

and transfers under License Exception Strategic Trade Authorization (STA-1).  

 Expansion in two-way trade in defense items and defense manufacturing supply chain linkages.  

 Signed Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement (COMCASA) that will facilitate access to advanced 

defense systems and enable India to optimally utilize its existing U.S.-origin platforms.  

 Began negotiations on an Industrial Security Annex (ISA) that would support closer defense industry cooperation 

and collaboration.  

 

CLOSING OF AIRSPACE BY PAKISTAN 

 

Context: Pakistan has threatened to close it airspace again to flights taking off from India, apparently to punish New 

Delhi for removing the special status of Jammu and Kashmir. 

 

Impact on flights  

 The path of westbound flights was increased. Flight times for aircraft to and from India that normally use 

Pakistani airspace for transit are likely to increase by at least 70-80 minutes on average.  

 Indian carriers will suffer losses as flight time‗s increase and more fuel is burnt. The last time around, Indian 

carriers lost a total of around Rs 700 crores due to the Pakistani action.  

 For passengers, tickets could get more expensive.  

 Flying longer also increases the cost of running a flight. No of captains, crewmembers increase.  

G7 SUMMIT 

 

The Group of Seven(G7) is an international intergovernmental economic organization consisting of the seven largest 

International Monetary Fund(IMF) described advanced economies comprising USA, France, UK, Germany, Canada, 

Italy and Japan. 

 

Significance of G7  

 G7 countries are o leading export countries  

o Have largest gold reserves  
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o largest nuclear energy producers 

o Top contributors to the UN budget.  

 With that sort of economic and political heft, the Group of Seven is uniquely positioned to make things happen 

around the world, both inside and outside of their own countries.  

 G7 can plays a crucial role in global issues like climate change, world trade etc.  

 

PM MODI HONORED WITH "ORDER OF ZAYED" 

 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited the UAE to receive its highest civilian award. ―Order of Zayed‖- the highest 

civilian award of UAE: 

 This order is on the name of Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, founding father of the UAE.  

 Prime Minister Modi is receiving this award in the year of the birth centenary of Sheikh Zayed.  

 PM was honored in recognition of his pivotal role in building the strategic relationship between the two countries.  

 The award has earlier been bestowed on several world leaders, including Russian President Vladimir Putin, 

Britain's Queen Elizabeth II and Chinese President Xi Jinping.   

 

Newly-discovered lake in Nepal likely to become world’s highest 

A newly-discovered lake in Nepal is likely to set anew record of being the world‘s highest lake replacing Tilicho, which 

is situated at an altitude of 4,919 meters in the Himalayan nation and currently holding the title. 

 

Kajin Sara lake  

 It is located in Manang district of Nepal, was discovered about a few months ago by a team of mountaineers.  

 It is located at an altitude of 5,200 meters, which is yet to be officially verified.  

 It is estimated to be 1,500-metre-long and 600-metre-wide.  

 

INSTEX 

Context 

 6 new European countries joined the barter system for the Iran trade.  

 

Background  

 In 2015, Iran agreed for a long-term deal on its nuclear program with a group of world powers known as the P5+1 

– (the US, UK, France, China, Russia, and Germany).  

 Under the accord, Iran agreed to limit its sensitive nuclear activities and allow international inspectors in return 

for the lifting of crippling economic sanctions.  

 However, in May 2018, US President Donald Trump abandoned the nuclear deal, before reinstating sanctions 

against Iran and countries that trade with it.  

 This lead to worsening of relations between the US and Iran. Also trade between Iran and the other countries.  

 

What is INSTEX?  

 The Instrument in Support of Trade Exchanges (INSTEX) is a European special purpose vehicle (SPV) established 

in January 2019.  

 Its mission is to facilitate non-USD transactions to avoid breaking U.S. sanctions.  

 France, Germany and the United Kingdom, also known as E3 are the founding members of the mechanism.  

 Six EU counties joined the INSTEX mechanism are Belgium, Denmark, Netherlands, Norway, Finland, and 

Sweden.  

 

How INSTEX work? 

 INSTEX functions as a clearinghouse allowing Iran to continue to sell oil and import other products or services in 

exchange (Barter mechanism).  

 The mechanism was initially launched for humanitarian goods trading such as food and medical supplies, which 

were exempt from the U.S. sanctions.  
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The Industrial Security Annex 

 Industrial Security Annex (ISA) will facilitate the exchange of classified military information between Indian and 

the US defense industries.  

 It became critical as India opened up the defense sector to the private sector. It will open the door for U.S. defense 

companies to partner with the Indian private sector for several multibillion-dollar deals in the pipeline, including 

the one for 114 fighter jets.  

 The ISA is a part of the General Security of Military Information Agreement (GSOMIA), which India signed with 

the U.S. long back. 

 

UIGHUR ACT OF 2019 

 

Context 

The U.S. House of Representatives passed the UighurAct of 2019. 

 

What is the Uighur Act of 2019?  

 It is an Act passed by the US House of Representatives against china's crackdown on its Muslim minority in 

Uighur province.  

 It calls on President Donald Trump to impose sanctions for the first time on a member of China‗s powerful 

politburo.  

 

Uighurs 

 The Uighursis Turkic minority ethnic group affiliated with regions of Central and East Asia.  

 The Uighurs is recognized as native to the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of the People's Republic of China.  

 They are considered to be one of China's 55 officially recognized ethnic minorities.  

 Uighur groups have long complained that their culture was under threat andthe Chinese received preferential 

treatment in the region.  

 Government policies promoting Chinese cultural unity and punishing certain expressions of Uyghur identity and 

harsh responses to separatist terrorism have contributed to tension between Uyghurs and state police and Han 

Chinese.  

 This has taken the form of both frequent terrorist attacks and wider public unrest in the region.  

 In recent years, government policy has been marked by mass surveillance, increased arrests, and a system of "re-

education camps", estimated to hold over one million Uyghurs and members of other Muslim minority ethnic 

groups.  

 

INDIAN OCEAN DIALOGUE 

Context 

 The Ministry of External Affairs held the 6th edition of the Indian Ocean Dialogue (IOD) in New Delhi.  

 Meeting of Indian Ocean Rim Academic Group (IORAG) was held as a part of IOD. Discussions were held to 

explore cooperation and collaboration between academics and experts on promoting Academic, Science and 

Technology Cooperation, a key priority under the IORA Action Plan (2017- 2021).  

 Delhi Dialogue XI also held during the summit.  

 

What is the Indian Ocean Dialogue (IOD)?  

 The IOD is IORA‗s forum for dialogue between academia and officials on strategic issues of interest and concerns 

facing the Association.  Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA)  

 The Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) is an international organization consisting of 22 coastal states 

bordering the Indian Ocean.  
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GLOBAL REFUGEE FORUM (GRF) 

Context 

 The first-ever Global Refugee Forum is being held in Geneva, Switzerland. 

 It was jointly hosted by the UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency and the government of Switzerland.  

 The forum intends to galvanize political support and solidarity and broaden the base of commitments from states, 

international organizations, private sectors, and civil society to deal with the growing number of refugee situations 

across the world.  

 Forum is a significant step after the historic affirmation of the Global Compact on Refugees.  

 

QUAD GROUPING 

 

The National Investigation Agency hosted the first ―Counter Terrorism Table Top Exercise‖ (CTTTX) between the 

Quad countries namely India, Japan, US and Australia. 

 

QUAD: 

 It is currently an informal but increasingly being formalised, strategic dialogue between India, USA, Japan and 

Australia, and is not a military alliance like the NATO.  

 It has been formed around the theme of a ―free, open and prosperous‖ Indo-Pacific region.  

 Its members strive to work towards countering terrorism, disaster relief, humanitarian assistance, maritime 

cooperation and cyber security.  

 There is a shared commitment based on their converging vision and values for promotion of peace, stability and 

prosperity in an increasingly inter-connected region that they share with each other and with other partners.  

 

KARTARPUR CORRIDOR 

 

Recently, a milestone agreement was signed between India and Pakistan to operationalise the Kartarpur Corridor 

which would allow Indian Sikh pilgrims to visit the holy Darbar Sahib in Pakistan. 

 The agreement is valid for five years but either party can terminate it at any time after giving one month‘s notice.  

 It also includes a provision for suspension of the pact in case of exigency or persistent violation of its provisions.  

 

Kartarpur Corridor  

 The Kartarpur Corridor is a connecting corridor between Darbar Sahib Gurdwara of Pakistan and the Dera Baba 

Nanak shrine in India‘s Punjab province.  

 The new pact shall enable visa-free movement of Indian pilgrims. From now onwards, they would just need a 

permit to cross over to Pakistan.  

 This corridor was initially the brainchild of Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayeewho in 1999 flagged off and took a 

bus ride to Lahore.  

 It was in fact Atal Bihari Vajpayee who had formulated the slogan of ―breakfast in Amritsar, lunch in Lahore, 

dinner in Kabul‖ in the context of this corridor signifying the potential to pave the way for greater cultural 

integration and strengthening of ties.  

 

 

Significance of the development for Sikhs  

 The agreement commemorates the 550th birth anniversary celebrations of Guru Nanak Dev, founder of Sikhism.  

 Darbar Sahib is one of the holiest places for Sikhs where Baba Guru Nanak Dev Ji settled. It was also his last 

resting place where he preached for the last 18 years of his life before passing away in 1539.  

 

Potential of Kartarpur Corridor in terms of soft power diplomacy from India’s perspective:  
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 Given the recent background of tense relations between India and Pakistan, Kartarpur Corridor has the potential 

to be a significant tool for bringing harmonious relations and peace by bridging the differences between the two 

nations.  

 This corridor is also symbolic of the ideology of universal love and tolerance propagated by Guru Nanak Devji. In 

the medium to long run, these values can prove to be the guiding light and can pave the way for better people to 

people relations between the two nations.  

 From Pakistan’s perspective: The corridor signifies to the world that it respects minorities and wants to create 

goodwill in the Sikh community.  

 From the Sikh’s perspective: It may be helpful in healing and rectifying the historical injustices and wounds 

suffered at the time of Partition by the Sikh community.  

 

OPEC+ GROUPING 

 

Recent reports have estimated that the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC+)plus might face 

sharp demand fall due to a recent surge in crude oil production from the countries like USA, Norway, and Guyana. 

 

About OPEC+ countries  

They are the non-OPEC countries which export crude oil. These include Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Brunei, Kazakhstan, 

Malaysia, Mexico, Oman, Russia, South Sudan and Sudan. 

 

Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)  

 The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is a permanent, intergovernmental organization 

consisting of 14 of the world‘s major oil-exporting nations.  

 It is headquartered in Vienna, Austria.  

 OPEC aims to regulate the supply of oil in order to set the price on the world market. At present, OPEC has a total 

of 14 Member Countries viz. Iraq, Iran, United Arab Emirates(UAE), Saudi Arabia,Kuwait, Algeria, Libya, Nigeria, 

Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Congo, Angola, Ecuador and Venezuela are members of OPEC.  

 

INDIA-NEPAL TERRITORIAL DISPUTE 

 

Recently, Nepal witnessed anti-India demonstrations on its streets over the release of a new political map of India, 

made after the bifurcation of the state of Jammu and Kashmir into the UTs of J&K and Ladakh. The map depicted the 

area of Kalapani to the north and Susta to the south as Indian territory. 

 

Kalapani Territory Dispute  

The controversy of Kalapani territory has arisen in the backdrop of the following factors: 

 According to the Treaty of Sugauli, the Makhali river is the western boundary with India but different British maps 

showed the source of the tributary at different places.  

 Thus the issue of locating the source of the river is the primary reason for the boundary disputes between India 

and Nepal, with each country producing maps supporting their own claims.  

Susta Territorial disputeThis disute has arisen as a result of the shifting of thecourse of the Gandak river: 

 According to the Treaty of Sugauli, Gandak is the international boundary between India and Nepal.  

 At the time of signing of the treaty, Susta was on the right bank of the river Gandak which falls in Nepal territorial 

control. But, later, the river changed its course and Susta now falls on the left bank of the Gandak, which is 

controlled by India.  
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RCEP SUMMIT 

 

India has decided against joining the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). 

 

Reasons cited by India for this decision  

Economic Slowdown: India's economy is passing through a difficult time. As the economy is reeling under pressure 

and the government is grappling to deal with the domestic economic situation, a massive free trade pact like RCEP 

would have exposed the Indian businesses and agriculture to unequal competition from countries especially in the 

export area. 

 

Trade Deficit: India has huge trade deficits with 11 out of 15. In this situation, a free trade agreement with the 

grouping would have increased it further. This would have further resulted in depleting foreign exchange reserves of 

India, and this is not desirable at all for a country trying to recover from an economic slowdown. 

 

Industries and Farmers: RCEP was opposed by both the industry and farmers alike. 

 Industry: Manufacturing sector is already in crisis in India and is facing very slow growth. Of late, even the 

services sector is also not doing well. These sectors will be hit hard by competition from China and ASEAN 

countries especially in such a time of economic crisis.  

 Agriculture: In agriculture, domestic players dealing in dairy products (Australia and New Zealand), spices(Sri 

Lanka), rubber(Vietnam and Indonesia), and coconut(Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia) would face dumping 

from various countries of RCEP.  

 

BLACKLISTING OF PAK BY FATF 

 

Financial Action Task Force (FATF): 

It is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 on the initiative of the G7 to develop policies to combat money 

laundering. The objectives are to set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and 

operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of 

the international financial system. It is a ―policy-making body‖ which works to generate the necessary political will to 

bring about national legislative and regulatory reforms in these areas. It monitors the progress of its members in 

implementing necessary measures, reviews money laundering and terrorist financing techniques and counter-

measures, and promotes the adoption and implementation of appropriate measures globally. In collaboration with 

other international stakeholders, the FATF works to identify national-level vulnerabilities with the aim of protecting 

the international financial system from misuse. Its decision making body, the FATF Plenary, meets three times per 

year. It was not formed as a formal international organization. Rather, the FATF is a task force composed of member 

governments who agree to fund the FATF on temporary basis with specific goals and projects. 

 

India's stand at the FATF:  

India has been an active member in the FATF and in its various sub-groups after 2013 following New Delhi‘s effort to 

introduce changes to the AML/CFT (combat money laundering and terrorist financing) systems and laws .India has 

been lobbying hard for the strict monitoring of Pakistan, and highlighting the funding of terrorist activities by that 

country. India has in the past provided evidence of the involvement of Pakistani officials in peddling fake currency, 

and planning attacks on Indian assets on foreign soil. 

 

What happens if Pakistan gets blacklisted?  

The FATF black list means the country concerned is "non-cooperative" in the global fight against money laundering 

and terrorist financing Currently, the list is populated by North Korea and Iran. If Pakistan lands on the list, FATF 

members could decide to restrict, target or even prohibit financial transactions with it. This spells serious 

consequences for Pakistan's financial sector and its economy. It may not only negatively impact foreign investor 

sentiment but also lead to a downgrading of the country by multilateral lenders like the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF), World Bank, ADB, EU and also a revision in risk rating by Moody's, S&P and Fitch. Pakistan‘s all-weather allies 
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China and Saudi Arabia have also refused to protect Pakistan at the FATF. The blacklisting will prevent institutions 

like IMF from financially supporting Pakistan, which is anticipating a financial crisis. 

 

KULBHUSHAN JADHAV AT ICJ 

 

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has directed Pakistan to review Kulbhushan Jadav‘s conviction and, until 

then, put his death sentence on hold.The court has also asked Islamabad to allow New Delhi consular access at the 

earliest. 

 

Who is Kulbhushan Jadhav? 

 Kulbushan Jadhav, 49, was arrested in Pakistan allegedly in March 2016. He was sentenced to death on charges of 

espionage and terrorism in April 2017. Pakistan alleges that Jadhav is a serving Indian naval officer, who was 

tasked by the Indian intelligence agencies to destabilize Pakistan.  

 India, however, claims that Jadhav is a former Indian naval officer. He was running a business in Iran from where 

he was kidnapped and shown to have been arrested in Baluchistan. India also maintains that he had no links with 

the government.  

 

What was the contention? 

 Despite repeated attempts, Pakistan had denied India consular access to Jadhav under Article 36 of the Vienna 

Convention on Consular Relations.  

 India tried initiating legal proceedings against Pakistan before the ICJ for the violation of the convention on 

providing for consular access. However, Pakistan had argued that the International Court of Justice had no 

jurisdiction in this case.  

 Later, the ICJ rejected Pakistan's argument in this regard. The court said it could hear the case because it involved 

an alleged violation of one of the clauses of the Vienna Convention. Notably, both Pakistan and India have 

ascribed to the convention and its interpretation falls under the ICJ‘s purview.  

 The ICJ also directed that meanwhile, Pakistan should take all measures to ensure that Mr Jadhav is not executed 

till the final decision of the court. The court also said Pakistan should inform it of all measures taken in 

implementation of the order.  

 

What is the current ICJ verdict? 

 Pakistan must undertake an ―effective review and reconsideration of the conviction and sentence‖ of Kulbhushan 

Jadhav. Pakistan is under an obligation to inform Jadhav of his rights. It should also provide Indian consular 

officers access to him in accordance with Article 36 of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations. [ICJ noted 

that Pakistan deprived India of the right to communicate with and have access to Kulbhushan Jadhav, to visit him 

in detention and to arrange for his legal representation.]  

 However, ICJ rejected India‘s call on annulment of military court decision convicting Kulbhushan Jadhav, his 

release and safe passage to India. Pakistan had argued that India had failed to prove Jadhav‘s nationality. 

However, ICJ said that it was satisfied that the evidence was sufficient to be certain of Jadhav‘s Indian nationality. 

ICJ noted that there was a three-week delay in informing India about Jadhav‘s arrest on March 3, 2016. This has 

led to a breach of Pakistan‘s obligations under the convention.  

 

What is the significance? 

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) recognises the right to an effective defence against 

criminal charges, and to a fair and impartial trial. By denying consular access, Pakistan has stood in gross violation of 

both the Vienna Convention and the ICCPR. There is also a concern over Pakistan‘s sponsorship of terrorist activities 

along the Iran-Pakistan border. Given all these, the present ICJ verdict constitutes a major diplomatic and legal 

victory for India. Significantly, India has rightly chosen to go the ‗international way‘ by fielding a formidable legal team 

led by the jurist, Harish Salve. India has been demonstrating the significant synergy between various stakeholders in 

this case. In all, India‘s more successful legal journey to the ICJ must now reshape New Delhi‘s approach to similar 

potentially difficult situations. 
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About ICJ: 

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) is the principal judicial body of the UN. Established in 1946 to replace the 

Permanent Court of International Justice, the ICJ mainly operates under the statute of its predecessor, which is 

included in the UN Charter. It has two primary functions: to settle legal disputes submitted by States in accordance 

with established international laws, and to act as an advisory board on issues submitted to it by authorized 

international organizations. 

 

Members of the Court: 

The International Court of Justice is composed of 15 judges elected to nine-year terms of office by the United Nations 

General Assembly and the Security Council. In order to be elected, a candidate must receive an absolute majority of 

the votes in both bodies. In order to ensure a measure of continuity, one third of the Court is elected every three years. 

Judges are eligible for re-election. 

 

ROHINGYA VERDICT AT ICJ 

 

 The International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruled that Myanmar must take effective measures to protect its Rohingya 

Muslims, including protecting evidence relating to allegations of genocide. 

 It is important to note that these directions are ―provisional measures‖ until the ICJ can finally decide if Myanmar 

has been committing an ongoing genocide against the Rohingya. The final verdict could take several years. 

 In November last year, the Republic of the Gambia moved the ICJ against Myanmar over alleged violations of the 

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. 

 The Gambia urged the ICJ to direct Myanmar to stop the genocide, ensure that persons committing genocide are 

punished, and allow the ―safe and dignified return of forcibly displaced Rohingya‖. 

 

Genocide Convention: 

 The Gambia and Myanmar are parties to the Genocide Convention that allows a party to move the ICJ for 

violations. 

 According to Article 9 of the Genocide Convention, ―Disputes between the Contracting Parties relating to the 

interpretation, application or fulfilment of the present Convention, including those relating to the responsibility of 

a State for genocide or for any of the other acts enumerated in article III, shall be submitted to the International 

Court of Justice at the request of any of the parties to the dispute‖. 

 The Gambia also sought six provisional measures against Myanmar including its cooperation with United Nations 

bodies investigating the Rohingya issue. 

 

How did Myanmar respond? 

 Myanmar asked the ICJ to remove the case from its list, citing lack of jurisdiction of the court. Myanmar alleged 

that the proceedings before the court were instituted by the Gambia, not on its own behalf, but rather as a ―proxy‖ 

and ―on behalf of‖ the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC). Gambia is a member of the OIC, which includes 

53 Muslim-majority nations. 

 Myanmar cited the Gambia‘s reliance on OIC documents to allege genocide and said the Gambia did not point to 

specific violations of the Genocide Convention. 

 The court refused to accept Myanmar‘s argument and said the fact that the Gambia ―may have sought and 

obtained the support of other States or international organizations in its endeavour‖ does not take away from its 

right to bring a case against Myanmar. 

 

Does the ICJ ruling indict Myanmar? 

 Although a ruling against Myanmar dents its image internationally, the order of provisional measures does not 

translate into a finding against Myanmar. While granting provisional measures, the court is not required to 

ascertain whether Myanmar violated the Genocide Convention. The court found that it is sufficient at this stage ―to 

establish prima facie the existence of a dispute between the Parties relating to the interpretation, application or 

fulfilment of the Genocide Convention‖. 
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 Myanmar leader Aung San Suu Kyi‘s personal appearance before the ICJ to lead the defence of the military, 

however, shows the great stakes her country had in the case. In her 30-minute speech, she said the military‘s 

action against certain local armed groups was an ‗internal conflict‘; she did not use the term Rohingya to define 

the ethnic minority. 

 

What happens if Mynamar does not comply with the provisional measures? 

 For its part, Myanmar has denied that its military or paramilitary has participated in a genocide of Rohingya and it 

is unlikely to alter its position. 

 Provisional measures are essentially a restraining order against a state when a case is pending and can be seen as, 

at most, a censure. Provisional orders cannot be challenged and are binding upon the state. However, limitations 

in enforcing decisions of the ICJ are widely acknowledged by law experts. 

 

What are these limitations? 

 As per Article 94 of the Charter of the United Nations, all member states are required to comply with decisions of 

the ICJ. However, any action by a state can be secured only through consent of the state in international law. 

 When a state fails to comply, the Security Council has the power to impose sanctions against it and ensure 

compliance when international security and peace are at stake. So far, the Security Council has never taken a 

coercive measure against any country to get an ICJ ruling implemented. 

 Even with the stepping in of the Security Council, there are several hurdles in enforcement of ICJ decisions. Any 

one of the five permanent members of the Security Council with veto powers can block the enforcement of an ICJ 

decision against itself or its ally. For example, in Nicaragua v United States (1989) where the ICJ ruled against the 

US holding it responsible for illegal military and paramilitary activities in and against Nicaragua, the US refused to 

abide by the ruling. 

 

IMPEACHMENT OF US PRESIDENT 

 

Donald Trump has become the third US President in history to be impeached by the House of Representatives. The 

trial will now start in the Senate. 

 

Impeachment in US 

Impeachment is a provision that allows Congress to remove the President of the United States. Under the US 

Constitution, the House of Representatives (Lower House) has the ―the sole power of impeachment‖ while the Senate 

(Upper House) has ―the sole power to try all impeachments‖. The Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court has the duty 

of presiding over impeachment trials in the Senate. 

 

Grounds for impeachment 

The President can be removed from office for ―treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misd emeanors‖. What 

constitutes these ―high crimes‖ and ―misdemeanors‖, however, is not clearly spelt out. The NY Times explained that 

the expression ―high crimes and misdemeanors‖ came out of the British common law tradition. Essentially, it means 

an abuse of power by a high-level public official. This does not necessarily have to be a violation of an ordinary 

criminal statute. Historically, in the US, it has encompassed corruption and other abuses, including trying to obstruct 

judicial proceedings. 

 

Impeachment history 

No US President has ever been removed as a direct result of impeachment. The House did impeach two Presidents — 

Andrew Johnson (1968) and Bill Clinton (1998) — but the Senate did not convict them. In between, President Richard 

Nixon (1974) resigned before he could be removed. The process 

 

House Vote 

It begins with an investigation by a House committee. In the Nixon and Clinton cases, the House Judiciary Committee 

held that investigation and recommended articles of impeachment to the full House. In Trump‘s case, six committees 
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are investigating him on impeachable offences. If they find that there is enough evidence of wrongdoing, it will refer 

the matter to the full House .When the full House votes, if one or more of the articles of impeachment gets a majority 

vote, the President is impeached. Next, the proceedings move to the Senate. 

 

Senate Trial and Vote 

The Senate holds a trial, overseen by the chief justice of the Supreme Court. A team of lawmakers from the House, 

known as managers, play the role of prosecutors. The President has defence lawyers, and the Senate serves as the jury. 

If at least two-thirds of the Senators present find the President guilty, he is removed and the Vice President takes over 

as President. 

However, US Senate later acquitted him of all charges.  
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